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Plans for new residence hall
looking pretty ‘suite’
By Ioannis Pashakis
News Editor
By Fall of next year, students
can expect a new seven story residence hall complete with two new
restaurants, a permanent location
for the University Bookstore and
138 suites.
Beginning this April, construction of the newest residence hall
will start on the grounds of the
old bookstore.
The so far unnamed building is
in construction as a response to
the amount of tripled roommates
in dorms meant for two.
“We routinely open with 300
or more tripled rooms in the fall.
We have a certain degree of our
study lounges and TV lounges
that have been converted into
temporary housing,” said Tom
Kresch, Assistant Vice President
of Student Affairs. “This building
is designed to significantly minimize our triples and begin to take
back some of those spaces so that
students have more community
space.”

When the dorms are completed, this will mark the first time in
over twenty years that students
won’t be consistently tripled.
“I think that when you look at
our housing currently, we have
what you would call traditional residence halls and we’ve got
very independent living on upper
campus that are all true apartments,” said Kresch.
The suites will consist of single rooms from one to four, attached to a common living space
with one or two restrooms but no
kitchen.
The dorms will cost $4,200
a semester. $200 more a semester then the
Jessica
Kozloff
Apartments
but
below the 50 percent mark of the
costs of dorms at
PASSHE schools
according to Jim
McCormack, Associate Director of
Residence Life.

Photos Courtesy of Tom Kresch
The design took from April to December of last year to complete. After the
complete demolition of the old University Bookstore the residence hall will
begin construction after the Spring semester.

See SUITE on 2

Bloomsburg
University
Greek Life
responds to
criticism on
sorority
president

By Rachel Wright
Asst. News Editor

The Bloomsburg
sorority Phi Iota Chi,
known as Pixies, has
been subjected to
campus wide criticism this week since
last Wednesday due
to a leaked Facebook
message from the
president disclosing
they judge their bids
on looks. Gretchen
Osterman, the Assistant Director of the
Student Union for
Greek Affairs, has
been working with

Phi Iota Chi since
the incident first occurred. “It’s a matter we are working
through,” Osterman
said. “We are educating and supplying
additional resources.” The leaked message has garnered a
lot of attention from
not only the student
body, but faculty and
the local community.
“This does not define Greek Life or the
university. We have
about 19,000 hours
of community service and have about a

thousand members,”
Osterman said. “We
are an active and engaging group on campus.”
While the sorority
president’s
behavior is not condoned
in any way, Osterman has said there is
no way to prevent a
similar incident from
happening in the future. Through continuous education, they
hope the likelihood
of a repeated behavior will decrease. In
addition to disclosing the sorority judg-

es their bids based
on looks, the Pixies
president also called
out another sorority
on campus for having
“weird looking girls.”
All groups involved
in this scandal will be
working together so
a shared solution can
be met and carried
out to create a less
hostile environment.
Greek Life as a
whole was not presented in a good light
because of the shared
opinions of the Pixies
president, but Osterman remains confi-

dent that all affected
parties involved will
overcome this. “Our
groups stand of leadership, service, scholarship and friendship,” Osterman said.
“I think this situation
illustrates a learning
lesson for the entire
campus. How many
times do you think
other groups on campus have said these
kind of things to each
other in their private
messages?”
Phi Iota Chi could
not be reached for
comment.

The Laramie Project reflects on tragedy through theatre

The Laramie Project by Moisés Kaufman and the Members of Tectonic Theater
Project runs from February 24 through 28 at the Alvina Krause Theatre.

Left V. Right for the
White House

The presidential race is heating up to a boil
as each party’s candidates battle it out for
the sole nomination to represent their parties and run face to face for the position of
President of the United States after President Obama finishes his last term in December.
Opinion Page 4

Cole Kresch/The Voice
The Laramie Project is described as a theatrical collage that explores the depths to
which humanity can sink and the heights of compassion of which we are capable.

Randall Presswood talks
about his work with the
Celebrity Artist Series

Ever wondered how
Bloomsburg University is able to get all
those professional artists to perform on campus on such a regular
basis?
A & E Page 5

What to wear this winter
to stay warm at
When the same-old music seems overplayed on Bloomsburg University
Seafret revolutionizes
the world of music

the radio and Spotify appears to keep spitting out
the same music into its playlists, perhaps it’s time
to try something new. When acoustic music glares
as a mundane style, and indie music needs a little
life, it’s time to begin the quest for
something fresh and innovative.

What’s Inside

A & E Page 6

The first blizzard has already hit
northeastern Pennsylvania this winter.
Although spring is right around the corner,
there are still a couple solid months of cold
weather awaiting.
Features Page 7
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Students participate in Career
Intensive Bootcamp
By Katelyn Caralle
Managing Editor

The Center for Professional
Development and Career Experiences just hosted their first
Career Intensive Bootcamp
on Friday Feb. 19 and ran
through Sunday Feb. 21. The
initial intention for the bootcamp was to help undergraduate seniors and recent grads of
Bloomsburg University leverage and hone their skills in
order to obtain a position that
aligns them with their career
goals.
Lauren Kross Polinski, the
Special Assistant for Professional U, started planning for
this Career Intensive Bootcamp last semester when she
conducted research through
feedback in class presentations, club and organization

meetings and focus groups.
Polinski worked for months
to recruit the students to participate in the event as well
as alumni, organizational
partners, faculty and staff
for different presentations.
Around 50 students ended
up participating in the event.
Over 35 alumni and organizational partners participated
in 25 unique sessions. Some
of these sessions included
résumé reviews, mock interviews, Finances and Future
Employment,
Networking
101, Perfecting your Elevator Pitch and Interview like a
Rockstar: 10 Tips for Standing Out as a Candidate, to
name a few.
Stephen Hughes, a 2004
Bloomsburg University graduate and the current Safety
Manager of ULine Inc. said,
“I wanted to participate in this

Husky
Notes

Black History Month Bingo
WHEN: Friday, February 26, at 10 PM to 11:59 AM
WHERE: Kehr Union Buildings Ballroom
Husky Student Leadership Summit
WHEN: Saturday, February 27, at 9 AM to 4:30 PM
WHERE: Kehr Union Building and McCormick Hall
Nick Cannon Presents Wild ‘N Out
WHEN: Sunday, February 28, at 8 PM
WHERE: Haas Center for the Arts
The Legacy of Matthew Shepard
WHEN: Monday, February 29, at 6 PM
WHERE: Haas Center for the Arts
TST Clinic
WHEN: Tuesday, March 1, at 2 PM to 6 PM
WHERE: KUB Multipurpose Room 345A
AGAPE Thanks for Giving
WHEN: Friday, March 18, at 9 AM to 9PM
WHERE: Bloomsburg Walmart

Want something included in Husky Notes?
Email Ioannis at voicenews@huskies.bloomu.edu

event because it is an opportunity to help students and
give them a head start in the
interview and application process.” Polinski's hope was that
this event would help students
in their transition from student
to professional.
Throughout the two and a
half days, students were provided a variety of informational sessions where alumni,
professors and organizational
partners presented in their
different areas of expertise.
A favorite of many students
was the session that focused
on LinkedIn and improving
their social network sites to
appeal to future employers.
Senior Communication Studies major Jasmine Gonzalez
said that her favorite activity
of the weekend was the mock
interviews because she was
not aware of what went into
preparing for applications for
internships.
The kick off event Friday
Feb. 19 began with a team
building and personal branding exercise, a welcome from
President Soltz and a Kickoff
Dinner where students were
able to interact with alumni
and other mentors. The official
first day of the Career Intensive Bootcamp on Feb. 20 began with a breakfast and quick
chats where students rotated
through different topics, including First Week on the Job:
What to Expect and Resolving
Conflicts in the Workplace.
The rest of the day consisted
of panels, more quick chats
and an Dining Etiquette Dinner at Monty’s. This was one
of the student's favorite events
as they were able to enjoy an
Italian meal while learning
valuable tips in the process.
The last day of the Career

Continued from SUITE on 1
Along with the five and a
half floors of single, double,
triple and quad suites, the residence hall will feature two new
restaurants on its first floor: A
Chick-Fil-A and a Qdoba.
The new restaurants, operated by Aramark, were chosen for having menu prices
similar to that of the campus
Subway and Steak ‘N Shake.
Other features in the new
residence hall will be a larger
space for the University Bookstore, the first “green” roof on
campus for storm water runoff
management, an open courtyard with a fire pit, support tu-

Bloom U Police Beat
February 19
Pulled Fire Alarm
and Disorderly
Conduct
Elwell Hall
-Further
Investigation-

February 20

Intensive Bootcamp included first ever Career Intensive tive the students have been
more quick chat rotations and Bootcamp was deemed a suc- throughout the entire experithe weekend concluded with cess by Polinski and the staff ence. Several of the students
a certificate delivery to the involved with preparation at said that the Career Intensive
students who completed the the Alumni Association and Bootcamp can only get better
whole weekend.
Center for Professional De- and I agree with the statement
Students could get involved velopment and Career Expe- wholeheartedly.” This first
with this event by registering riences.
Bootcamp is surely not the
themselves, being nominatPolinski stated, “I am over- last Bloomsburg University
ed by a professor or by being whelmed at how apprecia- will see.
registered by their
parents.
“Something
I
gained from this
experience that I
couldn’t get from
the
classroom
setting is the direct interpersonal
communications
with professionals in a field that
isn’t
teaching.”
said Dean Kolb, a
senior Chemistry
major who was
nominated to participate.
“For the student participants,
this event was a Students and alumni partake in lunch and review their résumés.
game changer. Not
only did it build
their
confidence
and professionalism, but for many
students this event
allowed them to
network and find
opportunities for
after graduation,”
said Polinski
This Bootcamp
was brought to
students by Professional U and
the
Bloomsburg
University Alumni Association and
supported by the
staff of Alumni
Katelyn Caralle /The Voice
and Professional
Students participate in mock interviews with alumni and organizaEngagement. The
tional partners to help prepare them for real world interviews.

February 21

Underage and
Public
Intoxication
ATM Lot
-Closed by Arrest-

Underaged
Drinking
Columbia Hall
-Closed by Arrest-

Posession of
Narcotics
Columbia Hall
-Closed by Arrest-

Underaged
Drinking, Disorderly Conduct and
Criminal Mischeif
Elwell Hall
-Closed by Arrest-

torial services and a new mail
room.
The new mail room will
house a new feature where students will receive texts with
codes when packages arrive so
they can retrieve from lockers
using said codes.
The entire project from start
to finish is planned at 60 million dollars. With 14 million of
that money already set aside,
the rest of the bill will be borrowed and funded by CGA,
Residence Life and Bloomsburg University proper.
The school wanted to chose
right when it came to hiring

contractors for the build.
“We knew that the contractors were qualified but we
had them undergo a screening
process to be sure they would
meet our timeline,” said Eric
Ness, Assistant Vice President
of Facilities Management.
In order to ensure that the
building will do what the University and its students need
from it, the designs had spent
a lot of time in the hands of
architects.
“We wanted a large building with a soft impact,” said
Ness. “All the buildings are
rectangular or 90 degree an-

gles.” The more rectangular
the building, said Ness, the
more the natural light will be
blocked from paths leading
between buildings.
Huge domineering walls,
like that of Elwell Hall, would
also close in the view from
other dorms and make a more
constricting lower campus.
These aesthetic choices for
the building give it an open
feeling, leave room for a
courtyard, and allow for a
large first floor to leave space
for the food services and University bookstore planning to
reside there.
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View From The Voice

I spy with my little iPhone

Democrats Present: Apple locks back door against FBI request for aid

Let the gavel fall
for a new justice
Atalyia Eisenhauer
Contributing Writer

by

On Feb. 13, 2016 the Associate Supreme Court Justice, Antonin Scalia, was
found deceased in his room
at a hunting resort in Shafter,
Texas. Judge Scalia was
appointed to the Court by
President Ronald Reagan in
1986. He’s well known for
his strong legal conservatism, writing bold dissenting
opinions in many cases, and
often castigated the Court’s
majority with his minority opinions using scathing
language. From his bold
conservative stand and ideology, it’s obvious that conservative Republicans rallied
behind Scalia and supported
his opinions. For this reason,
Republicans seem to see the
death of the judge as catastrophic. Although the days
leading up to Scalia’s death
were calmly spent, it appears
that the days following were
anything but.
Immediately after news
of Scalia’s death broke on
Saturday, Washington began speculating on whether
Obama would be able to get
a nominee through the Senate, a move that could shift
the ideological direction of
the court more than any other appointment in the last 25
years. State Senate Republicans were first to make speculations, saying they do not
think they should vote on a
Supreme Court nominee put
forward by President Obama.
Republican Senator Kelly
Ayotte states, “I believe the
Senate should not move forward with the confirmation
process until the American
people have spoken by electing a new president.” This
statement is similar to the
opinions given by other Republican Senators. The question, however, is are these
Senators really looking out
for the American people or
their own interests?
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell has already warned Obama not to
expect any success with his
appointment because the Republicans have already made
up their minds. McConnell,
of course, wants to wait until after the election to bring
a Supreme Court nominee
up for vote, in hopes that the
country chooses a Repub-

lican president. However,
their plan may backfire since
blocking a Supreme Court
nominee could put these already vulnerable Senators in
a tough spot in the upcoming
election. These Senators are
aware that President Obama
is a Democrat that may nominate someone who shares
the Democratic ideology and
they fear that they will lose
their conservative voice in
the Supreme Court.
For this reason, they are
acting in their own interests to try to stop President
Obama from making a nomination. Democratic Senators
are firing back, condemning
the Republicans for saying they don’t even want to
move forward with a potential Obama nominee. Senate
Minority Leader Harry Reid
states, “It would be unprecedented in recent history for
the Supreme Court to go a
year with a vacant seat,” and,
“Failing to fill this vacancy
would be a shameful abdication of one of the Senate’s
most essential Constitutional
responsibilities.” Obama’s
administration has confirmed that they are looking
for options to replace Justice
Antonin Scalia but they are
treading lightly.
Republicans will continue to argue against Obama’s
nomination but what they are
forgetting is that the president holds the Constitutional
power to appoint Supreme
Court Justices and that it is
the Constitutional responsibility of the Senate to fairly vote on his nomination.
Also, they need to realize
that Obama is still president
at this time and has the duty
and right to fill vacancies in
the Supreme Court. Moving forward, I, along with
many other Americans hope
the Republican Senators put
aside their personal interests
and fulfill their Constitutional responsibilities.

Apple has become a
household name in the last ten
to fifteen years. What used to
be just a fruit has swiftly become the name of a multi-billion-dollar technology company that has put the world
at our fingertips. According
to the research firm eMarketer, there will be 184.2 million
smartphone users by the end
of March, 94 million of those
smartphones being the beloved
Apple iPhone. So what does
a company known for their
smartphones and tablets have
to do with the San Bernardino
attacks?
Well on the surface, nothing. However, Feb. 16 the
United States District Court
for the Center District of California gave Apple five business
days to respond to an issue
where they are ordering Apple
to assist in the investigation of
the San Bernardino shootings
by disabling the feature that
wipes the data on the phone
after 10 incorrect attempts
when entering a password. All
because the FBI has an iPhone
5c that belonged to one of the
San Bernardino shooters, Syed
Rizwan Farook, that they believe could have evidence on
it. The phone was used by Farook, but technically belonged
to his employers since it was
his work phone. Farook’s employer, The San Bernardino
County Department of Health,
consented to a phone search,
but alas, there was a four-digit

passcode enabled on the phone
by Farook.
Apple’s CEO Tim Cook
promptly responded to the
FBI’s request stating that Apple Inc. has great respect for
those professionals within the
FBI and their intentions, but
basically denied their request
very publicly. Tim Cook published in this open letter, “…
the U.S. government has asked
us for something we simply do
not have, and something we
consider too danger to create.
They have asked us to build a
backdoor to the iPhone.”
So why won’t Apple just
unlock the phone?
Well
they
can’t. Apple
has no way
of
unlocking
a locked
iPhone
that has
iOS 8 or
a later system because
the data is automatically encrypted by default
as soon as you enable the passcode feature. Good to know.
We at The Voice completely understand and respect
the request of the FBI and
their director James B. Comey.
They hope for Apple to be able
to help them investigate these
attacks further and to assist in
future similar cases. Although,
we also believe that Apple has

the right to deny the FBI’s request as they hope to maintain
the privacy of iPhone users
and respect their customers.
This is commendable of Cook
and the whole Apple team. We
understand that the process of
getting into Farook’s phone
would go much faster with
Apple’s cooperation, but we
also question the FBI’s team of
digital investigators and their
competence to carry out this
investigation themselves. Do
they really need Apple in order to crack
the code?
Back
in
2013
when Edward
Snowden released information about
the NSA and
their tactics, he
stated in a video
interview titled
“NSA Whistleblower
Edward
Snowden”
that with all
the
freedom
the NSA has with
surveillance they could go
snooping into someone’s life
for no specific reason and then
somehow make an honest life
look otherwise. That’s exactly the issue that rises if there
were to be a feature that could
tap into any person’s phone for
no particular reason. Snowden
even weighed in over Twitter
on the issues with the FBI’s re-

quest to Apple, “The @FBI is
creating a world where citizens
rely on #Apple to defend their
rights, rather than the other
way around.”
Cook wrote that after the
technique is created, it would
be used repeatedly on multiple devices and would be the
equivalent of having a master
key capable of opening hundreds of millions of locks. And
when you look at that in a real
world scenario, you would be
able to use that lock to get in
anywhere, from restaurants,
to banks, to stores and even
homes, and “no reasonable
person would find that acceptable.”
It seems we at The Voice
are going against the grain by
siding with Apple as Macworld
Executive Editor Susie Ochs
claims that public opinion is
not on Apple’s side thus far.
But we still have a long way to
go here.
A hearing is currently
scheduled for March 22 in
Riverside, CA but until that
time, the two sides will take
their case to the court of public
opinion. The San Bernardino
attacks were a travesty, there’s
no denying that, and we at The
Voice hope for a successful
investigation that brings the
shooter’s intentions to light.
But until then, we support Apple’s right to deny the FBI’s
request.
~The Voice Staff

Image From: Wikimedia.com

Campus Comments:
What is your opinion on Apple refusing
to make a back door into the iPhone of
the San Bernardino shooter?
Image From: Pixaby.com

“I feel indifferent about this
topic because if the police
have the right to confiscate
items from suspects why
couldn’t they collect the
phone and hack into themselves? If they couldn’t
get into the phone then
they should provide Apple
with a warrant saying they
have to open away into the
phone. Other than that they
shouldn’t have access to it”
-Rena Dixon

Atalyia Eisenhauer is a
Freshman Secondary
Education-History
Major.
She is the Secretary/Treasurer of the College Democrats.
She is a Contributing Writer
for The Voice.
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One rush forward, two steps back

Phi Iota Chi controversy brings to light the secrets sororities do not want known
BY ARIANNA ERDMAN
Op/Ed Editor
With spring rush and bids
currently underway for new
hopefuls looking to join their
sorority of choice, the last
thing that anyone was expecting was to see a controversy
here at BU. For those students
who may have yet to hear of
this issue, the president of
Phi Iota Chi, also known as
Pixies, made a statement on
the group’s private Facebook
page openly admitting that
appearance is the primary
factor which girls are judged
on. Not academics, not personality, but appearance. The
post even criticized other
sororities who were accepting girls who did not meet
certain beauty standards that
this particular individual felt
were essential qualities of a
sorority sister. This incident
has put BU in the spotlight
on Total Frat Move and Bro
Bible, two prominent Greek
life websites who generally
cover much larger schools
than our own. This incident
going public has left Greek
life scrambling for damage
control and could potentially
have serious consequences
for the Pixies here at Bloom.
But is this a reason for girls to
shy away?
As it stands, it appears
that this selectivity is all too
common, not only at Bloomsburg, but across the country.

From simple observation,
one can assume that young
women with short hair, women who are overweight, or
women of color are less represented in these organizations. That is not to say that
there is no diversity at all in
sororities. These same observations will clearly show
racial boundaries are now
much more blurred as ideas
of equality change. Girls who
may carry their weight differently than others are still able
to join sororities because a
“pleasing appearance” is not
the only criteria. It is, however, a dominant criteria,
which is actually a detriment
to these young women. Women are judged harshly in the
professional world for their
appearance. From what they
wear to what their hair looks
like, professional women are
subject to heavy scrutiny no
matter what field they enter.
Sororities should become a
benchmark for gender equality instead of perpetuating
the idea that if you do not
meet someone else’s standard
of beauty, you are not good
enough. Many young women
who are exceedingly qualified for membership could be
discouraged and may instead
turn to other organizations,
taking their skills and potential with them.
This lack of diversity follows a deeper line of racism
and segregation in America.

Prior to the Brown V Board
of Education case in 1954,
sororities, which were first
established with the Adelphean Society of Alpha Delta Pi
in 1851 followed the same
exclusionary mold of their
fraternity counterparts. It
wasn’t until 1971 when Zeta
Phi Beta was established as
the first black sorority, and
the first multicultural sorority
wasn’t officially established
until 2003 with both Lambda Theta Alpha and Lambda
Epsilon Lambda. These old
divides are slowly being broken, and that break can be
seen in the diversity of the
sororities at Bloom during
rush. The beauty standard
still holds, and many sorority sisters have confessed over
the years that being a minority candidate carries the same
beauty requirements as those
for young white women.
It is not only a lack of
diversity in physical appearance which is a national issue
for sororities. There is a reputation in society that sorority
girls are in it for a good time,
as well as for the attention
of fraternity brothers who
may or may not notice them
if they were not in a sorority.
This image was perpetuated
by the Phi Iota Chi assumption that a sorority who does
not recruit the prettiest girls
will lose the attention of fraternities. It goes without saying that videos such as the

2016 recruitment video for
the University of Miami’s
Delta Gamma chapter feeds
into these stereotypes. In the
video, you see predominantly white young women with
a handful of minority sisters, all of whom have very
similar physical traits, living
a very extravagant lifestyle
one would not associate with
college life. They are seen
water skiing, driving boats
and cruising an oddly empty causeway between Miami
beach and Miami. There is little connection in the video to
the university itself, making
the girls look more like new
MTV reality stars as opposed
to college students trying to
get an education and create
a lifelong sisterhood. Too
often, this is the image portrayed in these recruitment
videos: young women partying together without much
reference to their academics.
Despite this negativity, there are sororities which
do not fit the mold and most
definitely the above attitudes
do not reflect the beliefs
of all sororities or even all
members of those sororities.
Young women in the Phi Iota
Chi BU chapter and their
friends feel that the president
does not necessarily represent
the beliefs of the rest of the
members. Other sororities
seem to agree. In particular,
the Ohio University chapter
of Delta Gamma chose to go

a different route with their recruitment video. Instead of a
standard video showing girls
partying, sipping champagne
or playing beer pong, the
sisters of Delta Gamma presented their diversity against
the stereotypes of sorority
sisters. The girls challenged
the idea that sorority girls are
more interested in partying
than studying with statements
such as “I’ve made Dean’s
List every semester of college” and “I had an internship
in New York after freshman
year.” The girls also challenged the stereotype of race,
with an Asian American sister stating “Society says sorority girls are tall, blond and
perfect, but I am who I am.”
The girls of Delta Gamma are
fighting back and showing
that sororities can be a place
for young women of all backgrounds and all walks of life
to come together and make
a difference in each other’s
lives and in the world. From
becoming successful lawyers
and businesswomen to having
passions outside of the realm
of femininity, they prove that
stereotypes don’t apply to everyone.
Sororities are a place for
sisterhood and friendships
that can last a lifetime. Sorority sisters can be crucial
professional contacts. Sororities are also on the front
lines of female equality. They
are organized societies of

like-minded young women
who want to make a difference. Instead of judging each
other based on their appearance, they can do much more
good by bringing in young
women of all backgrounds,
all abilities, and all standards
of beauty in order to present a
united front against inequality and double standards set
against women. The attitudes
expressed by the president of
Phi Iota Chi does represent
a serious problem in the sorority community across the
country. However, they are
not the beliefs of every sorority and I believe the ideas
of inclusion, sisterhood, and
progress should be much
more important.
So, sisters of America’s
sororities, I ask you to do a
few simple things. Set down
the beers and pick up some
books in your recruitment
videos. Accept that curvy art
major, or that nursing major
with the short hair, or that
black PoliSci major. Create
the world that you want to see
with your sisters first. And
above all else, remember this:
beauty is fading, but personality leaves impressions that
last a lifetime.
Arianna Erdman is a Sophomore History and Russian
and Eastern European Studies Major. She is the Op/Ed
editor for The Voice.

will and free speech:
Left V. Right for the Free‘Regressive
Left’ movement
threatens the First Amendment
White House
BY ELISABETH POPOLOW
Staff Writer

The presidential race is heating up to a
boil as each party’s candidates battle it out
for the sole nomination to represent their parties and run face to face for the position of
President of the United States after President
Obama finishes his last term in December. So
far the front runners for the Republican Party
have been Donald Trump, Ted Cruz, and Marco Rubio. In the Democrat’s aisle are Hilary
Clinton and Bernie Sanders trying to jump
ahead of each other. However, each political
party withholds its own ideals and beliefs.
Donald Trump feels that America should
build a wall along the Mexican border to barricade, or stop, illegal immigrants from entering the US. Would a wall be enough, though?
Take this possible scenario for instance: Two
Mexicans travel hundreds of miles to finally
make it to America. Drug cartels have been
running their town and they are very poor no
matter how hard and long they work. They arrive at this enormous wall. One man scratches
his head, completely baffled at this unexpected barrier. He turns to his friend and says,
“Well, gee, I guess this is as far as we can go.
I guess we’ll have to stay in Mexico and suffer
after all. There’s no way whatsoever at all that
we can go past that wall.” He clears is throat,
shrugs, and solemnly adds, “This is it. This is
where we surrender.”
His friend nods his head in agreement.
“You’re right. This wall is the end of our
dreams. I guess there are many Americans
who would gladly work laboring out in a field
tending to crops, animals and plucking fruit
from hundreds of trees for far less than the
minimum wage.”
Donald Trump has, so far, withheld any
comments concerning women’s rights, expanded funding for renewable energy, and
rebuilding America’s infrastructure. Instead
he is using the peoples’ bitterness and fear to
his advantage, firmly standing on accepting
no refugees or immigrants at all and repealing Obamacare for a costlier, more privatized health-care system while also defunding
Planned Parenthood altogether.
Bernie Sanders believes that there should
be no cuts to education, that two-year community college should be free, that women definitely should have equal rights, that America
should invest in greener energy and depend
less on other country’s oil and our own dangerous natural gas. He also feels that the minimum wage should be heightened to $15 an
hour, and that the extreme amount of money
that is flooding into the military should be
used for better, more practical uses such as
creating jobs, taxing the rich 1 percent, and
rebuilding America’s infrastructure as well as
promoting the sale of healthier foods.
America is still far behind other first

world countries. We still do not have universal health-care, free two-year community college and equal rights for women. Republicans
want to privatize healthcare, defund Planned
parenthood altogether and keep college students knee-deep in debt. This is not a Christian country. It is an ever evolving democracy.
It is a country of immigrants, of freedom, of
independence. Investing in renewable energy
now would benefit the US profoundly, instead
of relying on natural gas and it’s many hazards to the environment. It is clearly stated in
the Constitution that there is a separation of
Church and State. Viewpoints are constantly
being molded and shaped to reflect those of
the 21st century. Every person deserves the
right to be equal to everyone else, regardless
of gender, race, or ethnicity.
It is not another’s decision whether or not
a woman should get an abortion. It is estimated that, according to David Carry and Lisa
Leff, writers for Huffington Post, 2.5 million
children in the US are homeless. Instead of
expecting Mexico to pay out of its own pocket
for America to construct a wall, why not use
those job opportunities to focus on our own
crumbling infrastructure instead of relying on
a poor country to hand us the money to make
it so they can’t come here for better opportunities? Instead of denying Eastern and Mexican immigrants citizenship in fear of “losing
jobs” or “smuggling in radical Islamists”, we
should welcome these people with open arms
and work on making the path to citizenship
easier. We must not be selfish. We must not
be afraid. Our military is the most powerful in
the world, our own population made up of the
families of past immigrants.
Planned Parenthood is not some evil
conspiracy to abort fetuses and use them as
they see fit. Planned Parenthood is dedicated
to promoting the use and availability of contraceptives to reduce the number of abortions
in the US! According to D’Angelo Gore, a
writer for factcheck.org, only 3 percent of
all activities Planned Parenthood performed
were abortions in 2013, and most, if not all, of
these abortions were decided by struggling or
immature mothers or rape victims, to ensure
that their babies weren’t forced to live a life
of poverty, depression or turmoil. Stem cell
research, whish uses the placenta from a newborn fetus, is becoming more crucial to the
overall successful treatment of fatal illnesses
like cancer. A fetus does not have to be aborted to provide stem cells, as every newborn
baby is attached to a placenta. If the US were
to shut down every Planned Parenthood clinic
and instead rely solely upon private clinics to
provide contraceptives and help to people in
need of guidance, it would result in disaster,
as it would not only go against the Supreme
Court ruling of Roe V Wade, but also against
the individual rights of each woman, who is
entitled to decide for themselves what they

By Will Olsen
Staff Writer

People tend not to enjoy the company of
contrarians. I’ve run into that conundrum a
lot in my life. For example, I find the movie “Forrest Gump” to be absolutely dull and
misguided. A more recent example would be
the musical “Hamilton”, which has been taking Broadway by storm for the past year. I
was left underwhelmed after listening to the
cast recording. There are also clashes in what
I actually enjoy. I think the fifth movie in the
“Rocky” series is actually enjoyable and emotionally satisfying. I’m also an unapologetic die-hard fan of the New England Patriots.
Often times when I try and debate my tastes
in pop culture or sport allegiances, I’m attacked about how it’s a fact that I’m wrong
or I’m told I just need to stop talking. These
may seem like petty issues, but this is a mirror to the problems with our current political
climate.
The First Amendment and its guarantee
of free speech has proven to be a tricky beast
for both sides to tame. The far right sees it
as an opportunity to say whatever they want
free from any consequence. That is not how
it works. World famous boxer and member
of the Philippine House of Representatives,
Manny “Pacman” Pacquiao, was recently
dropped from his contract with Nike due to
comments he made comparing homosexuality
to bestiality. That is completely justified because Nike has a brand reputation to uphold,
and they determined Pacman was not someone
they wanted to continue working with. There
would be an issue if he had been jailed for his
comments. That would be a true violation of
the First Amendment.
However, what is more dangerous is what
is happening on the other side of the aisle. The
far left is attacking the First Amendment and
trying to silence anyone they mildly disagree
with. The most notable example of this happened over winter break. Twitter executives
decided to strip the blue verification checkmark away from Milo Yiannopoulos, Tech
Editor for Breitbart.com and professional
provocateur. Yiannopoulos was given no reasoning from Twitter executives; and when he
provided examples of antagonistic comments
that other Twitter users sent to him, he was
ignored. Milo has also encountered problems
on his college speaking tour. My fellow gay
want to do with their bodies. Privatizing clinics would make it extremely difficult for struggling persons to have access to contraception
and important information, as they would not
have the money to pay for such costs.
America is the land of the free, not the land
of the few. Everyone is entitled to their own
system of beliefs and morals, and if someone
can’t accept that reasoning, it’s fine. As I’ve

conservative has been travelling to colleges
and universities around the world on his “Dangerous Faggot Tour” and giving presentations
sharing his viewpoints. The events, often
sponsored by conservative campus organizations, have been targeted by protests. Many of
his talks in his native United Kingdom were
cancelled due to pressure from far left student
groups. His presentation at Rutgers was interrupted and targeted with vandalism at the
auditorium. Posters advertising his coming
talk at Bucknell University in Lewisburg have
been torn apart and the university has said that
cancelling the event is not off the table.
I would expect this type of behavior
in Russia or North Korea, not in the United
States of America. Liberal journalist Dave Rubin has christened this new social movement
the “Regressive Left” due to their attempts
at encouraging progressive behavior having
gone so far it is pulling the party further left.
They are the same people who support Nike
for sticking to their values, but demonize
Chick-Fil-A for doing the same. They take
advantage of their First Amendment right to
protest, but so do members of the Westboro
Baptist Church. Once again, one is painted as
justified, the other demonized.
I’ve often considered myself the Milo of
Bloomsburg. My opinions live on my sleeve,
and I won’t let other people silence me without a fight. I haven’t been shy with my distain for the Equality Alliance’s biannual drag
show, but instead of ripping apart posters or
crashing the event, I simply do not attend. At
the end of the day, there is no one I agree one
hundred percent with. However, just because I
think differently from someone does not make
their opinion any less valid or, as the title of
Milo’s tour insinuates, dangerous.
While many on the right were mourning
the loss of Supreme Court Justice Antonin
Scalia earlier this month, my Facebook feed
was full of leftists celebrating and posting
songs such as “Ding Dong the Witch is Dead”
from The Wizard of Oz or “Na Na Hey Hey
Kiss Him Goodbye” by Steam. It was a disgusting sight to see. I knew one person who
was mourning the loss was Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Scalia’s political opposite and
beloved friend. I think we have a lot to learn
from their friendship.
Will Olsen is a Sophomore Theatre Major. He
is a Staff Writer for The Voice.

stressed before, everyone has the right to their
own thoughts, but don’t impose your own
opinions on other people. Choice and independence is a historical trademark of the US, and
to trample upon it would be shameful indeed.

Elisabeth Popolow is a Sophomore Creative
Writing Major. She is a Staff Writer for The
Voice.
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Randall Presswood talks about his work with the Celebrity Artist Series
ARTS FEATURE
By Vanessa Valerie Giedosh
A&E Editor
Ever wondered how
Bloomsburg University is able
to get all those professional
artists to perform on campus
on such a regular basis? From
Broadway shows to famous
performers from foreign countries, the magnificent stages of
the Kenneth S. Gross Auditorium and Mitrani Hall have
seen some of the very best acts
from all over the world.
But these wonderful performances of the Celebrity
Artist Series don’t just happen
all by themselves, they take a
special kind of person to pull
it all together. This would be
the Director of Media and
Performing Arts Facilities and
Programming, Randall Presswood. He was kind enough to
take time out of his busy schedule to sit down for an interview to discuss what he does
and why he loves it.
1. How long have you been
involved with the Celebrity
Artist Series and what is it
that you do?
I came here 23 years ago,
mid semester, and at that point
in time they were renovating
this hall (Kenneth S. Gross
Auditorium) for the first time
in 60 years. I was working in
California doing a lot of work
renovating halls and someone
had brought me the ad so I interviewed for the job.
I schedule everything that
comes in, I maintain them, I
program for what their needs
are – both [Kenneth S. Gross
Auditorium] and at Mitrani.
This hall seats just over 500
and as you can see all the seats
are new. I did all the research
on what the seats should be in
here; what size they should
be. It’s not simply a matter
of pointing at a magazine and
saying “I’ll take that one!” We
put a lot of thought into making the hall comfortable for
everybody and workable for
the artists. We have renovated
Mitrani as well.
I facilitate everything
that goes on in those two buildings. From a class coming in
to a guest professor lecturing
to a professional speaker appearing to university student
groups preforming to the
professional groups like the
ones working on stage now.
All throughout the year, we
do about 700 events between
Carver and Mitrani. Of course, we’re not open every day.

That’s more than two events
Image From: Bloomu.edu
everyday on average between
the two spaces. So, we keep
pretty busy!
We employ between 20
and 40 students to help us do
all that. We try to develop in
those students a devotion to
what they’re doing and in
some cases, if they’re working
with music, working with theatre, we help them get additional experience in their professional lives to help them get
some work as they go down
the road.
So, with regards with the
professional series that we
bring in we program anywhere in-between eight to fourteen
shows a year on the artist series banner. The purpose of
those shows is to bring in the
best and professional touring The Haas Center is home to the beautiful Mitrani Hall where many of the Celebrity Artist Series
entertainment that we can. performances take place.
There are three caveats that
you present me because I play work a lot with agents, I work sponsors and donors happy –
we work on for every show.
They have to be touring, really well.” We don’t do that a lot with other agencies, I that kind of thing. So I can no
work a lot with other presen- longer spend the time on the
we try not to bring in a show kind of thing.
There
may
come
a
time
ters throughout Pennsylvania stage that I used to.
that’s just coming to BloomsBecause that’s the case,
burg because if we do some- when we venture into young and throughout the mid-Atthing like that, number one, concert artists presentation, lantic region and then across once I’ve introduced the show
the show may not be as po- where we’re presenting peo- the country. Every year I tra- to the audience I then go out
lished as it otherwise might ple that the industry has pro- vel about three or four times into the audience and become
be. Number two, it’s going to claimed are the next stars and a year, about two to six days part of it. That way I’m then
cost us a lot more money be- we’re trying to bring in the at a time to meet with diffe- able to speak with the audiencause they’re only doing it for people to see them before they rent people that are doing this. ce members, speak with the
break. But right now we don’t We sit down in symposiums people, that way if they have
Bloomsburg.
If it’s a touring show then have that program. Of course, and colloquiums and we de- questions or comments, I
they’re traveling the coun- like everything, we still have cide what the trends are, what know what I’m talking about
try and we try to get them in to pay for everything. So, we are the problems that we’re opposed to being in the back
route – we’re two and a half don’t have the money to invest seeing, how are we fixing tho- and saying “I didn’t see that,
hours out of New York, out of in something that isn’t a tried se problems for ourselves and I didn’t know how that went, I
Philadelphia, five hours out and true product that is going can that help somebody else, couldn’t tell if it was too loud,
and then what are the options too soft, whatever.” So, I find
of Pittsburg, five hours out of to draw people in for tickets.
The
third
caveat
was
of working together so we can that to be a very valuable thing
Boston – so we can get a lot
keep costs down.
and I hold that two hour period very sacred. I have to be
The bottom line is when I got into theat- 3. Once you introduce an
there and I have to see it.
act and the show begins, do
Now once in a while sore arts I did it because I felt like it was a you get to enjoy the perfor- mething happens and my atmance or are there behind
tention gets called away. I do
way to move people. Either to make them the scene duties you have to keep a quite text phone availaattend to?
ble so if someone needs me in
the back they simply send me
happy, make them sad, to change their
Right now I have a pro- a 911 message and I deal with
person who works it.
life at least for the moment because they fessional
on the stage and his responsiWe presented “American
bility is the stage. My respon- Idiot” Green Day’s Broadway
were in the theater.
sibility is everything in front show, we were the first univerof the stage. Which includes sity in this part of Pennsylvabringing in money. We are the nia to do the show. The finally
of groups that are traveling in
only PASSHE (Pennsylva- of the show was every single
the area, passing through here. best. So, there is still lots
of
professional
things
out
nia’s State System of Higher cast member of the show coBecause of that we tend to
get some first run events, most there that are touring around. Education) school that produ- ming out with a guitar singing
of the Broadway shows that Because we are limited with ces their shows on ticket inco- Green Day’s famous song.
we do these days are brand how many days we can take me and grants that we receive; They had a question back
new tours that have just star- away from the university ca- like the grants we get from stage and demanded that I go
ted. That proximity allows us lendar we try to bring in what Community Government As- back stage and deal with the
issue. So I missed the finally
to get a show to our students we consider the best. So, the sociation.
All the other institutions of the show and I’m still bitter
and our Bloomsburg commu- best and professional touring
nity as fast as it can happen off entertainment is what the Ce- in the PASSHE system and I to this day that I had to miss
believe there are seven that do the finally of the show.
of Broadway. So, that works lebrity Artist Series does.
a full producing season, have
out really well for us.
a pretty large budget from the 4. What is your favorite
Professional is the other 2. What kind of work goes
into
finding
artists
to
peruniversity for doing so. We part of the job and do have
caveat that we work with. We
don’t have that. My job is to any memorable moments?
don’t do people that aren’t form in the series?
spend a lot of my time trying
represented by an agency.
The first thing is determi- to make sure that we sell the
The bottom line is when
We don’t do groups that say
“Hey, I’ve decided I want to ning what the audience might show, that we are selling tic- I got into theatre arts I did
be a musician so why don’t like. There is no formula for kets, that we’re making deals it because I felt like it was a
that. It’s always hit and miss. I to bring in money, that we’re way to move people. Either to

“
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An emblem fans are proud to wear
‘Fire Emblem: Fates’ steals the hearts of gamers
GAMES
By Patrick Howlett
Staff Writer

Feb. 19 marked the release of “Fire Emblem: Fates,” the most recent installment in the “Fire Emblem”
series. To many gamers, “Fire
Emblem” is just the series
that several of the characters
in “Super Smash Bros.” come
from, but it is much more than
that. “Fire Emblem” is a tactics-RPG (role-playing game)
with a fascinating history showing the differences between
the American and Japanese
video game markets.
The gameplay centers on
taking control of an army and
using strategic ability to win
the battle. What is unique
about tactics-RPGs as opposed to simply tactics based
games is the opportunity to
get close to each member of
the army. Every member of
the army is a completely unique character that fans grow
to care about. As characters
battle, they become stronger
and more skilled, making the
player become more invested
in their well-being. In most of
the games, when a character
is defeated, they are dead for
good. This causes the player
to really consider the risks of
any given maneuvers.
The first game in the series was released for the Nintendo Famicom, the Japanese

equivalent of the Nintendo
Entertainment System, back
in 1990, 13 years before an
American release of any game
in the series was seen. This
game was later re-mastered
and ported to the Nintendo
DS as “Fire Emblem: Shadow
Dragon.” This game is notable for fans of “Super Smash
Bros.” as it is the origin of
Marth. It wasn’t until the seventh game in the series, “Fire
Emblem: Sealed Sword” in
Japan or simply “Fire Emblem” in North America,
that an American release of a
game in the series was seen.
“Fire Emblem,” released
in 2003 for the Gameboy
Advance, found critical success in North America, with
an average review score of
8/10 or higher. The gripping
story and engaging tactical
gameplay filled a niche in the
handheld game market that
not many people knew existed. The success of “Fire Emblem” began a trend, and now
every game in the series from
that point forward has been
released in North America, as
well as Japan.
The following year, “Fire
Emblem: Sacred Stones” was
released, offering a brand new
story as well as new characters to enjoy. “Sacred Stones”
offered a first for the series
by having a branching story,
which added even more replay
value to the game. The following year, the series found
its way back to its home on
consoles with “Fire Emblem:
Path of Radiance” for the Nin-

tendo GameCube.
“Path of Radiance” introduced the concept of skills
into the series, various abilities that characters can perform in combat. Skills helped
to make each character even
more unique. After “Path of
Radiance,” fans of the series
would have to wait two years
for the sequel, “Fire Emblem:
Radiant Dawn.”
While not offering too
many new features, “Radiant
Dawn” was still well received
by fans and critics alike. After
a five year wait, fans finally
received the next installment
in the series. “Fire Emblem:
Awakening,” released in 2012
for the Nintendo 3DS, revitalized the series and brought it
back into the zeitgeist. “Awakening” offered several new
features, such as allowing
players to create their own
character who is central to
the plot, as well as allowing
characters to get married and
have children.
And now, “Fire Emblem:
Fates” has been released.
Another first in the series,
there are actually three different versions of the game,
“Birthright,” “Conquest,” and
“Revelation.” Each of these
versions offers a unique story
and characters to utilize, as
well as brand new character
types not seen before. “Fire
Emblem” is an engaging series with compelling stories
and gripping gameplay. Any
fan of tactics or RPGs would
be remiss to pass up this series. Image From: redbubble.com

make them happy, make them
sad, to change their life at least
for the moment because they
were in the theater. Maybe
that change was we caused
them to get really emotional
and explore something in their
mind. Maybe that change was
we presented so happy that
now their happy for a couple
of days.
I sometimes send emails
to the agents that I work with
and I say “Thank you for making me the hero for the next
couple of weeks.” Because
it only lasts for a couple of
weeks but for a while people
are excited about what they’ve
just seen they tell you about it.
So my favorite part of my
job is when an audience member has been touched or moved or motivated or whatever
the case is. There are a number
of students at this place and
throughout my life that have
changed their path and their
career because of something
in the theatre moved them to
do so.
I presented a chamber orchestra not too long ago, a few
years ago and I keep my students on guard to protect the
performers back stage. First of
all, they might be you know
in the dressing room changing
clothes. You can’t have people
roaming around back there. I
notice out of the corner of my
eye that a student-aged person
was heading backstage. As I
try to intervene, the student
he gets up to the maestro of
the orchestra and said to him
“Hey, I’m so-and-so and I’m
a student and this is my first
time to ever see classical music.”
So I expected the worst,
but instead he shook the guys
hand and said “I just want to
tell you that seeing this show
has changed my life.” That one
little instance of seeing something, of seeing that piece of
beautiful music that he had never seen before or witness live
affected him so much that he
had to break the barrier and go
back stage to tell people that.
So those are the kinds of moments that make me happy to
be doing what I’m doing.
Image From: cas.buzz

Mr. Presswood talks about
what it’s like managing the Celebrity Artist Series and how
being involved in the theatre
has brought him so much joy.

Why West continues
to be the best
MUSIC

By Stewart Mitchell
Contributing Writer
The unveiling of Kanye
West’s latest album, “The Life
of Pablo,” may go down as
one of the messiest releases
in music history. The LP, originally planned as a 10 track
Feb. 11 release, was delayed
when West made some extreme last minute changes, confusing fans and critics everywhere.
After adding an additional eight tracks, “Pablo”
was finally made available
for streaming exclusively on
Tidal Feb. 14. As Tidal is not
yet a widely popular streaming service, this move severely limited the availability
of the album, but that didn’t
stop fans from pirating it over
500,000 times within just two
days of its release. The question is: “was it worth it?”
In short, yes, it was. What
is at first most striking about
the tracks is their razor-sharp
production. From the moment the chorus in “Ultralight
Beam” hits, to the album’s
dance floor finale, “Fade,”
it’s clear that this is the work
of a master musician, as well
as guests Rihanna, Chance
the Rapper, Chris Brown and

Young Thug, among others.
Combining the mass appeal of “My Beautiful Dark
Twisted Fantasy” with the
industrial
experimentation
of “Yeezus,” almost every
song is at least very enjoyable upon first listen. The
previously released “Real
Friends” shines as one of the
album’s mellower moments,
and an instant Kanye classic,
while the rapper’s aggressive
flow on “Feedback” pumps
some adrenaline into its veins.
As far as mainstream appeal
goes, “Pablo” doesn’t feature
many radio-ready tracks. Possible future singles include the
infectious “Highlights” and
the club-banger, “Famous,”
but given West’s recent behavior, it’s hard to imagine him
submitting any of these songs
for airplay.
Perhaps the album’s frantic energy is also its greatest
flaw. Many of the tracks clock
in at less than three minutes,
and are over by the time they
really start to take off. Recently leaked demo versions of
a few tracks reveal that they
were originally between one
and two minutes longer, making the album versions feel
almost incomplete in comparison. If West had decided
to spend another few days
reworking the album, it very
well could have been much
more cohesive, but as it stands

now there aren’t many links
between tracks.
One link that is glaringly
obvious may detract potential
listeners, and that is the vanity of the lyrics. Kanye has always been a narcissist, but on
tracks like “Father Stretch My
Hands,” he struggles to find
topics more meaningful to rap
about than getting bleach on
his t-shirt and feeling “like an
a**hole.”
That isn’t to say that “Pablo” isn’t without inspired
songs, but even the best of
the bunch feel meaningless
in comparison to previous efforts. The final eight tracks,
added haphazardly just one
day before the album’s release, work incredibly well as
bonus tracks even though they
don’t necessarily fit in with
the other 10 songs.
Ultimately, the album is a
very entertaining, but a scattered listen. What’s frustrating
is that, with a bit more work,
it could have been a masterpiece. Kanye West is not a
musician to be forgotten. His
artistic vision is showcased
front and center in everything
he does; whether it be social
media, fashion or music, he is
impossible to get away from.
Even if it isn’t his magnum
opus, “The Life of Pablo” is
an album that will have listeners talking for a long time to
come.
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New season of ‘Vikings’ brings a whole new
meaning to the word betrayal
TELEVISION
By Vanessa Valerie Giedosh
A&E Editor
The blood and pillaging
has returned with season 4
of the History channel’s “Vikings.” This season premiere
aired on Thursday, Feb. 18
and did an exceptional job at
setting the scene for what is
about to come in the following
episodes. Fans of the series
witnessed each character reaching a turning point as they
made some major life-altering
decisions. These choices are
sure to cause a ripple effect
as word of these decisions
spread; a very, very bloody
ripple with dire consequences.
The first episode of the
season starts off by wrapping
up loose ends from last season. Fans watched as Ragnar’s
eldest son, Bjorn arrests Floki
for his murder of Athelstan.
This is something no one
thought would come to pass
since many assumed Ragnar
would let Floki get away with
it despite his undying love for
Athelstan. However, Ragnar
knew nothing of Bjorn’s plans
to arrest Floki because he was

unconscious recovering from Queen Aslaug and she thinks has to face with being earl in husband at the dinner table.
his injuries sustained from she’s going to be the next ru- Hedeby and Ragnar’s path of All of which was done in front
their raid on Paris.
ler, sole ruler, of Kattegat. But self-destruction, her taking the of the entire town, who stood
When Floki is arrested that’s doubtful considering reins is very possible.
to applauded her.
he proudly declares that he she has never truly fit in theThis episode found LaThe episode ended by
has nothing to worry about re and her intentions aren’t gertha returning to Hedeby showing fans why it was titled
because in his mind, he was always selfless, let alone for where she and Earl Kalf pro- “A Good Treason.” Ragnar’s
acting on behalf of the gods the people. Surely, that’s what claimed that because they brother Rollo had stayed beto destroy an evil Christian The Seer was giggling about had each other’s back during hind in Paris during season
priest that would bring their when he answered her questi- the attack on Paris and ended three, something Bjorn had
downfall. However, fans who on about a woman ruling over up saving each other’s lives, allowed when Ragnar couldwatched “Vikings” season one
through three could see how
Image From: inquisitr.com
his jealousy of Athelstan’s relationship with Ragnar could
also have played a part in his
decision to murder him.
Regardless, Floki’s faith
in the gods appeared to waver a great deal since the raid
on Paris when his invention
to get over their walls failed.
Now, that faith has all but vanished as he sits in the middle
of Kattegat chained like a dog
while children throw feces The full cast of “Vikings” is back in season four to bring fans more blood, violence and
at him. Instead of relying on action.
both the laws of his people
and the gods, he begs his be- Kattegat. The answer may would be ruling as equals. n’t object. Once he heard
loved wife Helga to help him have been yes, but it didn’t This was to be done even the news, Ragnar wasn’t too
escape. But just like his faith have to be her and he didn’t though they weren’t married. pleased with his son’s deciin the gods, her belief in him need eyes to see that – not that Lagertha’s struggle to main- sion and let him know so in
has been fading as well and he has any to begin with.
tain her earldom over Hede- his typical passive-aggressive
she ignores his request.
The more likely Queen by continues well into season way. Bjorn replied, “He’s my
Meanwhile, another wo- of Kattegat is its previous be- four, but fans have always lo- uncle!” To which Ragnar said,
man is asking The Seer a very loved queen, Lagertha who ved her determination and if “He’s my brother and I know
interesting question. This in- still gets treated as such when anyone has earned that earld- better,” which speaks of Rolquisitive lady would be none she’s in town. Considering the om, it’s her, after she murde- lo’s past betrayals. Despite not
other than Ragnar’s wife, constant uphill battle Lagertha red her misogynistic, then-earl knowing of his brother’s acti-

Voice-ify
‘Daydreaming’
MUSIC

By Lyndsay Bartos
Editor-In-Chief
Each week The Voice
staff listens to music during
production nights to keep
energy high. This week,
the playlist was inspired by
the essence of college: procrastination, confusion and
aspirations. College years
are a time of self-discovery,
dream-chasing and growth;
so whether students looking
for an hour long jam session
or just something to help let
their mind wonder, this playlist is key for anyone who dares to dream.
This whimsical collection of songs hits both ends
of the musical spectrum with
soft, slow and sexy songs
like “Once Upon a Dream”
sung by Lana Del Rey, all
the way to the classic rock
anthem, Aerosmith’s “Dream
On.” From oldies to modern
tunes, there are a variety of
artist and genres to satisfy the
masses of different kinds of
dreamers.
From this list below,
the good, the bad and the
ugly parts of dreaming are
represented. Let’s start with
the good: ABBA’s “I Have
A Dream,” because who can
deny the positive vibes radiating from this track? Other
honorable mentions in this
category include: Katy Perry’s “Teenage Dream” and
John Lennon’s “#9 Dream.”
Now for the bad: “Holiday / Boulevard of Broken
Dreams” by Green Day. This
song is an older chart topper
and a personal favorite, but
Billie Joe Armstrong’s sad
and soulful melodies speak to
the aimless wonderer inside
everyone. There’s something
in Armstrong’s words, “My
shadow’s the only one that
walks beside me / My shallow heart’s the only thing
that’s beating / Sometimes I
wish someone out there will
find me / ‘Til then I walk alone” that touches a deeper part
of the heart and let’s listeners
know sometimes dreams die,
and that’s okay.
And then there’s the

ugly: “Sweet Dreams” by
Beyoncé. Again, nothing
personal against this song
or artist, but the lyrics make
this song the ugly. Queen Bey
refers to her guy as “sweet
dream or a beautiful nightmare” and it’s time for her to
wake up and move on from
his sorry ass. As a role model, Beyoncé should stand
tall and curve any guy who
doesn’t behave properly, but
she doesn’t want to wake,
making this one ugly song.
It’s time to close those
eyes, turn the volume up high
and keep on dreaming.
Once Upon a Dream - Lana
Del Rey
Holiday / Boulevard of
Broken Dreams - Green
Day
Dream A Little Dream Of
Me - Ella Fitzgerald &
Louis Armstrong
Sweet Dreams Beyoncé
Teenage Dream Katy Perry
California Dreamin’ The Mamas & The Papas
I Have A Dream - ABBA
Lucid Dreams Franz Ferdinand
Just A Dream - Nelly
Cigarette Daydreams Cage The Elephant
#9 Dream John Lennon
You Dreamer You Johnny Cash
Dream - Imagine Dragons
We’ll Be A Dream We The Kings
Dream On - Aerosmith
I Dreamed A Dream Anne Hathaway
Dreams The Cranberries

Spotify:
Thebuvoice

ons across the pond, Ragnar’s
intuition couldn’t be more
right.
The premiere ended with
Rollo slaughtering his own
people in cold blood. All because they asked to speak
to him about his decision to
align himself with the Christians. So he ambushed them,
murdering men, women, and
children without even bothering to get off his horse.
Instead he had his new Christian friends do his killing for
him. The episode closed with
a warning from Rollo’s victims “Death is easy for us, but
not for you, traitor… Ragnar
will avenge us.”
Season four of “Vikings”
is destined to be just as epic
as the previous three and fans
have a lot to look forward to.
For those who haven’t checked out the show yet, think of
it as “Game of Thrones” only
drop the fantasy and add historical accuracy into the mix.
Sorry, but the realness aspect
gives the series a far cooler
aspect than even dragons can
provide. So check out “Vikings” season one on Netflix
or all of the seasons on Amazon, it’s more than worth it for
top notch blood, violence, and
historically accurate Viking
action.

Fret not, Seafret is revolutionizing
the world of music

MUSIC

By Amber Bogdanowicz
Staff Writer
When the same-old music
seems overplayed on the radio
and Spotify appears to keep
spitting out the same music
into its playlists, perhaps it’s
time to try something new.
When acoustic music glares
as a mundane style, and indie
music needs a little life, it’s
time to begin the quest for something fresh and innovative.
A good place to start on this
journey is Seafret’s trail-blazing album, “Tell Me It’s
Real,” released Jan. 29, 2016.
Guitarist Harry Draper
and vocalist Jack Sedman
make up Seafret. The duo is
pioneering their style and in
need of some coverage. They
have the ability to make it
big and diffuse some of the
overplayed radio music with
something fresh and vibrant.
Founded in 2011, Seafret
members met each other du-

ring an open-mike night in
Bridlington, East Yorkshire,
U.K. where they lived on the
coast. You can hear the coast,
in a way, in their name “Seafret” and in some of their
songs, “Oceans,” “Atlantis,”
and “To the Sea.”
Their music is simplistic,
relying on natural vocal skills,
guitar ability and raw emotions to culminate the deep,
haunting atmosphere of their
music in a way that is quite
refreshing. The lyrics to their
music is up to interpretation
so multiple people can identify with their music.
The first song in Seafret’s
new album titled, “Missing,”
gives a great idea of the type
of music the duo sings with
eerie vocals and profound
meaning. Jack Sedman sings,
“Reflections in the water help
to clear my mind / stretching
out before me to the other side
/ We didn’t even get a chance to say goodbye / Give me
something to live for / something to die for,” before leading into, “Reflections in the
water help to clear my mind

/ stretching out before me to
the other side / We didn’t even
get a chance to say goodbye /
Give me something to live for
/ something to die for.”
For a song with such
emotion and passion that one
can sense what the artist is
feeling as he sings his heart
out, Seafret has a song called,
“Oceans.” “Oceans” starts off
like this, “I want you / Yeah I
want you / And nothing comes
close / To the way that I need
you / I wish I can feel your
skin / And I want you / From
somewhere within.”
This first verse creates
such a longing that seems
unattended by the chorus, “It
feels like there’s oceans / Between me and you once again /
We hide our emotions / Under
the surface and tryin’ to pretend / But it feels like there’s
oceans / Between you and
me.” Sadly, the dissonance
does not resolve and leaves
the listener in a state of longing as well.
In another powerful song
on their album titled, “Be There,” Sedman starts solemnly,

with minor injuries and can go
back to her usual school life as
soon as possible. There’s just
one problem: her spirit keeps
floating away from her physical body, leaving her earthly
form sleeping while her spirit
wanders freely. She gains a
pink fuzzy tail while in this
form, which
s h e
later finds
out is a
chord
that
connects
her
soul to her body.
After witnessing
Ya t o ,
who is
mostly
unseen
f r o m
common
people’s
eyes, searching
for a lost
cat,
she
asks him
if he can
cure her
condition. He
gratefully
accepts her five
yen and
promises to find a way to connect her soul properly to her
body.
Phantoms roam the
streets and skies in search of
people to feed off their greed,
anger and loneliness. It’s a
god’s job to rid the world of
these phantoms, and protect
the living population. The
spirits of the dead that linger
between the “far shore” and
the “near shore” are subject to
being eaten by or turned into
malicious phantoms themselves, unless a god is fortunate
enough to find and give them
a posthumous name. Yato has

had zero luck with shinki (or
regalia’s) the spirits of people
who passed on too suddenly,
too quick, beholden to regrets,
that, when given a name by a
god, become their weapons to
fight against the phantoms.
Fortunately for Yato, he
comes
upon a small
wispy spirit on a
crisp snowy
afternoon.
He
names
the spirit, a
young, slender boy with
golden hair
and amber
eyes, Yukine, which
m e a n s
“sound
of
the
snow”.
Yu k i n e
possesses
no memories of his
former life,
as do all shinki,
and becomes a
beautiful white blade
wrapped loosely in
bandages around the
hilt when Yato calls out “Sekki”, which triggers Yukine’s
posthumous name which is
written and embedded in bold
kanji on his upper left chest
and transforms him into a
weapon.
Yato knows a few famous
gods. He is well acquainted
with the God of Poverty, Bimbogami, who goes by Kofuku,
Tenshin, the God of Learning, and the strongest God of
War, Bishamonten, who holds
a deep vendetta against him
for some terrible act he committed in the past. Popular
and well-known gods that are

Image From: wikipedia.com

“You’ve got me surrounded /
It feels like I’m drowning and
I don’t want to come up for
air / I lost everything / I threw
myself in and you took me
when no one was there / Well
you can take what you need /
take the air that I breathe and
I’ll give away all that I own /
Whatever I lose / is put back
by you in a way that you’ll never know.”
He then transitions with,”
‘Cause I can’t be without you”
to the robust chorus, “I’ll be
there when you need me most
/ I’ll be there if you’re ever
alone / Together, we can grow
old / I can’t leave you / I can’t
leave you / No.”
Meanwhile, Draper keeps
up with his expertise, following the atmosphere with a
downpour of meaningful notes and chords.
Seafret needs to establish a larger following and
familiarity with the public to
continue producing albums
like, “Tell Me It’s Real.” So
give them a hand and turn on
Spotify, Pandora, etc. and give
this duo a listen to.

Noragami will leave fans in high spirits for
only five yen
ANIME
By Elisabeth Popolow
Staff Writer

Welcome to the fantastical world of gods and
phantoms, where gods intervene with normal human activity to rid the world of evil
‘phantoms’ that prey on the
weak-minded and spirits of
the deceased. “Noragmi,” a
fantasy manga series written
by the very talented mangakas
(manga artist) Adachitoka, began its serialization in 2011
and has since been adapted
into two anime series.
In a world of over eight
million gods, Yato has a small,
if any, chance at becoming a
well-known god with his own
shrine and worshippers. Yato
is a God of Calamity, but in
recent years has been reduced to performing any kind of
job or fulfilling any wish for a
mere five yen. With hundreds
of years of experience, he is
very adept at fixing technology, cleaning, cooking, and
working all kinds of odd jobs
just to get his name out there
as the Yato-god.
Yato isn’t what most people would expect from a god.
He’s addicted to gambling,
strongly insecure, but manages to maintain a positive,
if even pompous, attitude of
himself as he struggles to get
by, day by day in modern Japan.
Hiyori Ikki, daughter of
two doctors who run their own
hospital, is accidentally hit by
a truck one morning while
trying to protect a cat. To her
astonishment, she survives

Image From: akibastation.es

worshipped regularly like the
seven gods of fortune, including Ebisu, the God of Merchants and Bishamonten, the
God of War.
As a lesser and hardly
recognized god, Yato does
his best to try and spread his
name across Japan, hoping
one day to become a God of
Fortune instead of Calamity.
Because he is not a popular
or well-known ancient god, if
people stop believing in him,
he will cease to exist, unlike
Bishamon and Ebisu who can
die and always be reborn.
Yato, sporting a trademark jersey and white scarf,
drifts about Tokyo, hauling
Yukine around as poor and
homeless. However, Yato and
Yukine slay any phantoms
that threaten the peace of the
world while working ridiculous and somewhat unpleasant
jobs. Not all is well, though,
as Yato’s former shinki, Nora,
will not leave his side, while
“father” meticulously plots
against the heavens that he
curses.
Will Yato once again,
after hundreds of years, become a puppet in his father’s
malicious schemes, or will
he strive to become the God
of Fortune he yearns to be?
Will he be forgotten by the
only human that cares for him,
Hiyori, and vanish forever, or
will he somehow prevail and
manage to keep his promise to
help restore her to her former
self?
“Noragami,” literally meaning “Stray God”, can be viewed on Crunchyroll or read in
manga sold in bookstores. It’s
fun and emotional to watch
the story of a god struggling
to find his place in the world.

February 25, 2016
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Clothes for the cold

What to wear this winter to stay warm at Bloomsburg University
Layers

By Morgan Wintersteen
Contributing Writer
The first blizzard has already hit northeastern Pennsylvania
this winter. Although spring is right around the corner, there are
still a couple solid months of cold weather awaiting.
This how-to guide is designed to keep you warm and dry all
winter while walking around on campus, detailing what to wear
and what not to wear.
Staying warm and dry seems like common sense, but there
is actually a method to all the madness. “Don’t make the mistake of wearing cotton as your base layer,” said Tim Bogart,
Utilities Foreman for Osmose.
As a foreman, Bogart performs safety inspections on utility
poles for PPL every month of the year. “We worked outside last
year when it was zero degrees outside and this year won’t be
any different.”
Opt for fleece, wool, or as Bogart and his crew like to wear,
Under Armour ColdGear. These fabrics act as insulators, trapping your body heat inside. According to UnderArmour.com,
ColdGear performance shirts are designed to wick away water,
dry faster and absorb and retain body heat.
For the outer shell, snowboarding senior, Levi Conklin
goes for a water and wind resistant jacket or hoodie. “Something that is mostly polyester or nylon works great to slick water
away.” Conklin also said to always keep the synthetic materials
on top of your insulated materials.

Layering your clothing is a great and simple way to stay
warm, but you don’t want to overdo it. The point to layering
is to stay warm and somewhat stylish, but not to wear so many
layers that you can hardly move.
Wearing a thermal shirt as your base is always a good
idea—long sleeves or short. Next, wear a heavy cardigan or a
jacket or even a fleece vest under your winter coat. And this
isn’t just for the ladies. Guys, you can do this, too.
Don’t forget your scarf. According to Indefinitely Wild
blogger, Wes Siler, wearing a scarf is as effective as adding on
another sweater.
A lot of people really layer-up on the shirts, but they often
forget to add an extra pair of pants as well. “Wearing a pair of
long johns under my jeans or sweatpants really keeps my legs
toasty while I’m outside clearing the walkways,” said Shawn
Rossi of Michael’s Lawn Care and Landscaping.
Ladies, throw on a pair of leggings under your jeans.
They’re not too bulky and they’ll act as the perfect insulator.
If you don’t own a pair of cozy Ugg boots, buy some wool
socks to wear with any shoes. They will keep your feet extra
warm when walking from the library all the way to the Green
Lot by the hospital or wherever else your car may be.
“If your feet tend to sweat, I’d recommend Nike Dry Fit
socks,” said Bogart. “They generally work well at keeping your
feet warm and dry, even if you do add wool socks on top of
them.”

shift and eight hours later, I open it, and it’s still hot. Steaming
hot, literally.”
If you have a really long walk, although it may not be the
most attractive thing, buy a face mask. The cold wind is brutal on Bloomsburg’s campus. Wearing a face mask will protect
against unwanted and ugly windburn.
Before heading out into the cold, throw your gloves on the
heating vents in your car and put the heat on full blast. “It’s kind
of a weird technique, but I like to put my hands in front of the
vents, too,” said Bogart. “It helps to dry off any moisture before
putting them into my gloves.”
I hope these tips will help you stay warm and dry. Happy
Winter!

Reader of
the week
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Check the weather
and always be prepared

Chris Parham, crew member for Osmose said, “You can
layer all you want, but you gotta look at the weather. You gotta
know what you’re going up against.”
Checking the weather is a great habit to get into. “I like
to watch the weather on TV,” said Parham, “but Accuweather
gives a real good breakdown of what the day holds, too.”
“If you’re new on campus this fall,” said Lauren Jones, junior at Bloomsburg University, “invest in a good pair of winter
boots. Something with rubber on the outside.” Jones also recommended using the Accuweather app for the minute-by-minute forecast.
Ashley, a Macy’s associate, suggested the Khombu Maya
cold weather boots because they are lined with faux-fur and
they are waterproof. However, she declined to offer any further
information.

Photo From: nydailynews.com

Extra Advice

“I always spend the most money on a really good pair of
gloves; insulated, waterproof, wind resistant gloves,” Bogart
said. “My hands are always the first to get cold, so I don’t mind
spending a lot on them. And, it’s always good to have an extra
pair.”
It’s also a good idea to have extra socks on hand, too. You
can always take your jacket off to dry out during class, but removing your socks and shoes may not be as acceptable. Stash
a pair in your backpack and switch them out in the bathroom if
they get wet.
Having a hot cup of coffee or tea after being out in the cold
really helps to warm up, too.
“I definitely recommend investing in a Thermos brand
mug,” said Rossi. “I can put coffee in it the night before my

Lyndsay Bartos/The Voice

Emily Barrett, a junior at Bloomsburg University, was spotted
reading The Voice in the Husky Lounge.
For a chance to see your picture in the paper, pick up a copy
of The Voice any time of day. For the most recent issues of the
paper, look in any building on Thursday afternoons.

thehornyhusky

Oral delights: How to make your sweets taste sweeter
How hot was
this Horny
Husky?

Images From:freestockphotos.biz

Going down, whether
giving or receiving, can be a
wonderful experience. Nothing is better than you or your
partner taking the time to pleasure each other in the most
selfless way possible. But one
fear we all have as both men
and women is that our love
juices aren’t going to taste so
lovely. These insecurities pop
up for a number of reasons but
worry not, because this Horny
Husky has some solutions
to make both you and your
partner’s trip downstairs so
delicious that you’ll be going
back for seconds.
First, let’s get some basics
out of the way. Let’s assume
you’re exercising good personal hygiene by wiping properly during trips to the bathroom and bathing regularly.
When it comes to picking out
soaps for bathing those privates, be sure to choose wisely. A good rule of thumb is that
anything with fragrance is bad
because, surprise, your extra
sensitive ‘down there’ and
not just in the “this feels extra
good” kind of’ way. So, don’t
just grab some Irish Spring or
Dove and go to town all over
your hot bod. Your sexy parts
not only deserve, but downright need special products
and attention, so be sure to
put in the effort.
It’s also important
for ladies to avoid douching because this can
cause an imbalance
in your vagina’s
natural bacteria and lead
to a yeast infection. In all honesty, you should only be
douching if your doctor tells
you to do so.
You might also want to
limit your number of hot baths

if you can help it, especially
the ones where you’re soaking
in bubbles. Yes, I know how
awesome all those Lush products are. Don’t even get me
started on those bath bombs,
but it’s not always the best
thing for your
delicate flower. Every once
in a while is
fine and be
sure to rinse
off afterwards.
But too much
soaking in all those
oils will also cause an
imbalance and lead to an
infection. Once dried off from
bath time, slide on a pair of
breathable cotton undies and
save the sexy fabrics for other occasions. Also, no scented
lotions or perfumes in, on, or
around the privates. Not even
in the case of an emergency.
Another key thing for everyone to know is that cleanup
after playtime is highly important – whether it’s solo, duo
or otherwise. Between all the
fluids and lubes involved, you
absolutely have to wash afterwards in order to avoid infections. Also, sticki n g

with
either water or silicone based
lubes are your best options.
Alright, now that all that
is out of the way, let’s talk

about how you can make
your sweets taste sweeter for
your partner. This all starts
with what you’re eating, as
in your diet. For instance, the
whole pineapple thing,
it works. Although
there isn’t scientific evidence to
support exactly
how or why this
is true, it’s been
tested by enough
people to be verified; from porn stars
to your very own
Horny Husky. The best
part is that it works for both
men and women at making
their juices taste sweeter.
But it’s not just pineapples, it’s also other fruits like
strawberries and apples that
do the trick as well. Raw fruit
works best but juice will give
the same results. However, it
can’t be juice cocktail which
contains high levels of sugar. In fact, you should avoid
foods that have lots of sugar,
especially artificial sugar.
Women can also try eating yogurt with probiotics,
such as Greek yogurt, to regulate their vagina’s pH levels.
This will do wonders for not
just the taste during
oral sex but for
the vagina’s

overall
health.
F o r
the
full
benefits,
eat one yogurt
a day. Results may take
two weeks and maintaining
them requires you to continue
a steady diet of yogurt. But it
is so worth it.
For men, let it be
known that both male and

female porn stars have stated
that semen tastes best when
coming from a vegetarian. I
would think it’s safe to say
that the heathier foods are
what makes your love juice
taste the sweetest. Which
means it may be time to ditch
the late night fast food runs,
Doritos and Mountain Dew.
So, now that you know
what improves taste, here are
some things that hinder it.
No surprise here, but smoking cigarettes not only gives
you bad breath but gives your
nether regions a nasty after

taste as well. Asparagus is
another major no-no on the
list because it has a tendency
to give off a foul scent and
taste that is something akin to
urine and rotten eggs. So next
time you’re out on a date, be
sure to skip on that particular
veggie. Alcohol, medications
and deep fried foods will also
leave your love juices more
sour than sweet and might just
leave your partner with a bitter taste in their mouth. The
bottom line is if you want to
taste sweet, eat sweet.
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Fully Furnished
Student Housing
2 and 3 bedroom apartments. $2150 per student per semester. Student pays electric and
internet only. On site
private parking available. Shuttle service
for university in front
of building. Within
walking distance from
university.

February 25, 2016

Nice 2 Bedroom
Apartment for
Rent Fall 16/
Spring 17
Reasonable rent,
three blocks from
campus.
Contact:
Mobile:

610-390-2237

www.arvirealityllc.com E-mail:
Contact Vick @ 570anthony1016@rcn.com
233-2365.

By Fifi Rodriguez

“You can sit around and take my picture all day
but you can’t take me for a walk?” -Buddy
Photo Courtesy of: Brian Abbate

“Don’t take that away from me, I can’t
live without my balls - Logger

Want to see your pet in ‘Pet of the week’?
Send an email to VoiceEditor@huskies.
bloomu.edu for submissions,
or tag us on Twitter/Instagram: @BUVoice

Strange
but true

1. GEOGRAPHY: What
river flows through the
Grand Canyon?
2. MUSIC: Who sang the
pop hit “School’s Out”?
3. LANGUAGE: What is
the subject studied in
By Samantha Weaver
zythology?
4. MOVIES: In “Ace * It was President Franklin
Ventura: Pet Detective,” Roosevelt who made the folsage
observation:
what kind of creature lowing
“Government by organized
was Jim Carrey looking money is just as dangerous as
government by organized mob.”
for?
5. ANIMAL KINGDOM:
* Are you a ceraunophiliac?
What is a group of ants If so, Central Florida, is the
place to live. The area between
called?
6. MATH: What is the Tampa Bay on the peninsula’s
west coast and Cape Canaveral
name of an angle that is on the east coast is known as
more than 90 degrees Lightning Alley, and Florida is
but less than 180 de- the lightning capital of the United States -- an excellent home
grees?
for anyone who has an extreme
7. HISTORY: Which love of thunder and lightning.
country gave the Statue
* Singer Katy Perry reportedly
of Liberty to the United has a cat named Kitty Purry.
States?
8. INVENTIONS: Who * If you’re an animal lover
who’s fond of Corgis -- the Welinvented the mercury sh dog known for its extremely
thermometer?
short legs -- you might want to
9. CHEMISTRY: What take a look at the Munchkin cat.
recognized as a separate
element does the Br Only
breed in 1995, this cat is chasymbol stand for?
racterized by the shortness of its
10. ANCIENT WORLD: legs.
Which key figure in the * When Edgar Allan Poe first
Trojan War was descri- started writing his most famous
bed in literature as ha- poem, “The Raven,” he intended
ving “the face that laun- it to be short. Over the next decade, though, he kept adding
ched a thousand ships”? to it, until it finally reached a
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Salome’s
Stars

(c) 2016 King Features Synd., Inc.

Trivia
Test

length of 18 verses. The poem’s
publication in 1845 had a mixed
critical reception; William Butler Yeats called it “insincere and
vulgar” and said “its execution
[is] a rhythmical trick,” and Ralph Waldo Emerson said, “I see
nothing in it.” “The Raven” was
wildly popular with the public,
though, and Poe became -- for
a brief time -- the most famous
writer in America.
* Worried about snooping? You
may be surprised by the results
of a recent survey: It seems that
82 percent of men claim that
they have never peeked into a
date’s medicine cabinet.
***
Thought for the Day: “He who
does not bellow the truth when
he knows the truth makes himself the accomplice of liars and
forgers.” -- Charles Peguy
(c) 2016 King Features Synd., Inc.
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Duke squeaks past

9

in-state rival UNC

ACC power houses clash in another barn burner
lina, averaging 16.9 points
and 10.6 rebounds per game,
and has established himself
as a player of the year candidate. On top of that, CaroliWhen you think about colna has been able to score the
lege basketball, what’s the
basketball well this season,
first thing that comes to mind?
despite the struggles of starFor many it's the great rivalry
guard Marcus Paige, which
between ACC powerhouses
hindered the Heels last seaDuke and North Carolina.
son. The Tar Heels have also
Last week the two finally met
have proven to have the most
in Chapel Hill for what is one
depth in the ACC, maybe
of the most anticipated games
even the entire NCAA, as
of the season every year.
they returned a large portion
The Blue Devils came into
of last year’s starters. UNC
the game having won the last
has also had their struggles
10 out of 12 meetings with the
as of late, only havTar Heels; with North
ing won two of their
Carolina’s last victory
last four, though they
coming in February of
were ranked fifth in
2014. This season had
the nation going into
been quite an usual one
the anticipated showfor Duke, the defending
down with Duke.
national champions, as
But enough about
they have not dominatrecords and statistics,
ed the competition like
lets talk about the acwe’re used to seeing.
tual game. The first
The Devils dropped
half was just as you'd
three games straight in
expect from a Dukemid-January and had
UNC match up, close
fallen out of the top 25
and physical. Both
for the first time since
teams felt each other
the 2007-08 season. For
out like boxers in a
the first time in a long
heavyweight match,
time Coach K’s club was
trading blows and tryout of sync and lacking
ing to get a feel for
a star leader on the team,
the game. Brice Johnsuch as a Christian Lason absolutely domettner. Duke has also
inated the first half,
lacked depth this season
scoring 18 points and
with one of the shallowgrabbing 11 boards.
est benches in the ACC,
Duke’s starting guard
mostly due to a large
Matt Jones went down
amount of injuries to
early in the first half
role players. Then things
with an ankle injury,
seemed to turn around
which would leave
for the club as players
Image From: Wikimedia
such as Grayson Allen Duke was unranked earlier this sea- the Blue Devils to rely on
just six players for the rest
and Brandon Ingram son, for the first time since 2008.
of the game. The Tar Heels
stepped up and led the
would carry a four-point
team to four straight
wins going into the game consistent. They have re- lead into the second half.
mained at the top of the ACC
Most of the second half
against UNC.
During that four game rankings and are poised to continued to stay close with
neither team able to establish
stretch, Duke defeated a trio win the conference.
Forward Brice Johnson has a clear lead. Then, with 6:49
of ACC opponents: number
emerged as a star for Caro- left in the game, Carolina was
By Evin Hartsock
Webmaster

seven Virginia, number thirteen Louisville and North
Carolina State. They began
to climb back into the ranks
of the conference and cracked
into the top 25 again, ranked
20th in the nation.
North Carolina’s season
had been very different from
Duke’s leading up to the
match-up between the two.
UNC has remained ranked
in the top 15 in the country
throughout the course of the
season and aside from a few
hiccups here and there, the
Tar Heel’s play has been very

able to pull way to an eight- most of their scoring inside frustrate the Devils as the
point lead, their biggest of the and out rebounded Miami 46- Cardinals forced 18 turnovers
game, despite shooting very 29. They also made nine three in the second half and conpoorly for most of the half. pointers, which was much trolled the paint 36-22. LouAt this point, Duke was only better than the one they sank isville pulled away to a 71-64
playing about five players but against Duke. Brice Johnson win, snapping Duke’s five
was able to hang around in the finished with 16 points and 15 game win streak.
game. As Coach K’s teams boards. The win helped CaroIt will be interesting to see
tend to do, they got hot
just at the right time. After
some key defensive stops
and some scores from Allen
and Ingram, the Devils took
a one-point lead over UNC
with just a minute left. The
Tar Heels found themselves
with the ball with roughly
six left in the game. Guard
Joel Berry II drove down
the court and made a move
to the basket, but was unable to finish.
UNC Coach Roy Williams had three timeouts
left, but neglected to call
any of them in an effort to
set up a game winning play.
Johnson, who finished with
29 points and 19 boards,
Image From: Wikimedia
didn't get the ball with mere
seconds left. Why not?
Image From: Flikr
Those are questions UNC
fans have been asking since UNC fell to Duke, 73-74 on Feb. 17. They play again on
the game ended. Despite March 5.
having the deeper bench, the
better players and the cov- lina regain sole possession of where both Duke and North
eted home court advantage, first place in the ACC.
Carolina end up with just a
the Heels just couldn't get it
Duke, on the other hand, few weeks left in the regular
done. Somehow, Coach K al- just seemed to fall apart in season. At this point, it almost
ways finds a way to pull out a their match-up with Louis- seems as though UNC is back
win when he matches up with ville on Saturday. The Blue and on their way to a number
Carolina.
Devils were leading 44-31 one seed in the NCAA tourHow the two teams re- early in the second half and nament, while Duke might
sponded to the outcome of seemed to be on the way to have to fight just to make it to
the game was interesting. their sixth straight win. But the big dance. A lot can hapMany questions arose after Louisville went on an 8-0 pen in just a few weeks in the
the Duke game for UNC. run, Coach K got a technical ever competitive ACC. As of
Could they still be the best and Grayson Allen was eject- now UNC is projected to be a
team in the country? Do they ed from the game after argu- No. 1 seed in the tornament.
have the mental toughness ing with a ref about a call. If Duke can keep consistent
to finish the season strong? The Blue Devils continued to play and recover from the
Well, some of those questions battle but just couldn't seem injuries that have hurt them
were answered on Saturday to get the job done without all season they should make
when the Tar Heels complete- Allen, who finished with 29 the tornament. We can never
ly dominated number eleven points, in the game. Duke’s count Duke out for sure, so
Miami by a score of 96-71. lack of depth and Louisville’s we’ll just have to sit back and
UNC owned the paint, doing persistent effort seemed to enjoy the show.

Climbing for
Paul George comes back to life
a Cause

PG-13 returns to form just a year after suffering a
season ending injury
Adam Zalewski
Staff Writer
Perhaps one of the best feel
good stories of the year is that
of Paul George. George was
considered one of the budding stars of the NBA, likely
to contend for the title of best
player in the league as players such as Lebron James and

an inter-squad scrimmage in
Las Vegas, George was chasing down James Harden on
a fast break. As he jumped
to challenge Harden’s shot,
he landed awkwardly on his
right leg, suffering a compound fracture of both bones
in his lower right leg. The
injury invoked memories of
the infamous Kevin Ware leg
injury that occurred during

Image From: Wikimedia

Paul George attempts a free throw in 2014, days before
his season ending injury. George used to wear number
24.
Kobe Bryant begin to face the the NCAA March Madness
decline in skill that comes with tournament, and visibly shook
increased age. After a stellar several players on the court at
first three years in the league, the time, including Kyrie IrGeorge was selected to partic- ving and Dwyane Wade. Suripate in the Team USA Mini- gery was performed almost
camp, where he was on pace immediately on the leg, with a
to make the roster for the 2014 pin being placed in the leg to
FIBA Basketball World Cup stabilize the fractured bones.
before unfortunately suffering
It was immediately reporta horrific injury.
ed that George would miss
On August 1st 2014, during

all of the 2014-2015 NBA
season, and potentially miss
most of the following offseason as well. However, through
perseverance and hard work,
George was able to return
from his injury earlier than
anyone expected. The rehab
started with simple flexibility
exercises. Paul had to learn
how to bend his knee again
and how to flex his ankle.
After a month of rehabilitation work done mostly in
the pool to avoid any heavy
stress on the healing bones,
George was cleared to put
weight back on his leg almost two months after the
original injury, in late September.
Putting weight back on
the leg was not simple.
George hadn’t walked in
almost two months, and so
he had to learn how to put
one foot in front of the other again (quite literally).
After a week of walking
with a boot on his injured
right leg, he took the boot
off and learned how to walk
with shoes on. At this point
his rehabilitation started to
pick up in both pace and
intensity. He learned how
to run and jump soon after
walking, and by the end of
October, he was back on the
court relearning his shot.
The Pacers organization
did not want Paul to come
back too soon, and so for
months, George put in work
with a trainer on the side of
the gym, while his teammates practiced. I can imagine
this was frustrating for him
because he most likely just
wanted to be back out on the
court helping his teammates,
instead of riding an exercise
bike for hours at a time. Four
long months after he was first
cleared to return to basketball
activities, George participated
in his first full length practice.
His goal was to play in a few
games before the end of the

season, so he could regain a
little bit of his feel for what
an NBA game felt like after
having been out for more than
seven months.
On April 5th 2015,
Paul George returned from
his devastating injury, coming off the bench to score 13
points in 15 minutes for the
Pacers in their win over the
Miami Heat. George played in
five other games that season,
slowly becoming accustomed
to the rigors of the NBA once
again. Over the summer,
George continually worked on
his conditioning and attempted to add to his game, just as
if he had never been injured.
During this 2015-2016
NBA season, George had
a new number (switching
from 24 to 13) but he looked
like his former self. Averaging 23.4 points a game
and shooting over 40 percent, George has upped his
points-per-game average by
almost two points over his
next best season. The fans
noticed this improvement
as well, and voted George
a starter in the 2016 NBA
All-Star game in Toronto. At
the All-Star game, George
proved why he was a starter when he scored 41 points,
just a single point shy of the
all-time record, held by Wilt
Chamberlain.
Even though Paul George
suffered one of the most horrific injuries ever witnessed
on a basketball court, he
has managed to survive his
journey through surgery and
rehabilitation to come back
stronger than ever. He is still
just 25 years young, and is
proving to people once again
why he may one day inherit
the title of World’s Best Basketball Player after Lebron
and Kobe hang it up. Love
the Pacers or hate the Pacers, one can’t help but feel
inspired by the resiliency of
Paul George.

Image Courtesy of Arden Clark

BU Sophomore climbing instructor Owen Wickenheiser
takes on a route during Saturday’s climbing competition.
Arden Clark
Contributing Writer
This past Saturday, climbers from all over Pennsylvania met at Bloomsburg’s
Recreation Center bouldering
gym to climb competitively and support a charity. All
proceeds went to the Sherpa
Education Fund, a non-profit
organization in Nepal dedicated to providing education
for young children. The sport
of bouldering is a type of
climbing done in either a gym
with an artificial rock wall, or
outside on actual boulders,
hence the name. Every route,
or “problem” as it is normally
referred to, is rated on a scale
from zero to 16, zero being
least difficult and 16 being
most challenging.
Prior to the event, climbers registered in categories
from 0 to 2, 3 to 5, and so on.
Participants were given three
chances to climb the routes
in their category, and were
awarded the most amount
of points if they could complete the problem in one try,
also called a “flash.” Any at-

tempt after the first would
grant you less and less points.
There have been many bouldering competitions hosted at
the Rec, but as Bloomsburg
junior Katie Mullen states,
“This is the first competition
we have had like this.” After
spending months organizing
the event, Katie was able to
acquire several sponsors, including Bloomsburg’s very
own Quest Outdoor Leadership organization. Her goal
was to, “-plan an event that
would bring climbers from
different schools and skill levels together.” Students from
Lafayette College,
Lock Haven University and
Bucknell University all came
out participate. Dan Earhart,
a sophomore at Bloomsburg
and Quest climbing instructor, described the competition
as an “-awesome time to hang
around some like-minded
people and put up some sick
climbs. The energy was high
and I had a great time pushing
my limits alongside other fellow climbers from the area.”
All in all, the event was a success.
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The Voice swings for the fences

Third baseman Marissa Shelhamer talks BU Softball
By Brian Abbate
Sports Editor
I recently had the pleasure
of sitting down with the one
and only Marissa Shelhamer,
a member of the Bloomsburg
University softball team. We
discussed her love of softball
among various other things.
Q: Tell me a little bit about
yourself.
A: My name is Marissa
Shelhamer. I am a freshman
(technically a first semester
sophomore because I have
32 credits) and I am currently
pursuing a BS in Mathematics.
Q: When did you start
playing softball?
A: I started playing softball
in third grade, after taking a
break for a year after t-ball.
I originally didn’t want to
try softball because I was in
dance but my parents kept
pushing me to try it until finally I agreed. Softball has been
my life ever since.
Q: What position do you
play?
A: My main position is third
base but I have experience before college in the outfield and
at catching.
Q: What do you like most
about playing?
A: My favorite thing about
playing is the competition aspect. I love the feeling after
a big win, when you feel like
you are on top of the world.
In high school my team won
the state championship. The
feeling after winning that was
indescribable. I don’t think
I stopped smiling for at least
a week after that game. The
entire journey to the state
championship was awesome
and created so many memories. To be able to continue
playing after high school had
already concluded was awesome. When we won the district championship, we all celebrated around the pitcher’s
mound. Each game after that
leading up to the state championship contained more and
more celebration and excitement. It’s also about knowing
all your hard work paid off in
the end, when your team final-

ly accomplishes the biggest
goal in the sport and knowing how many memories you
made along the way that you
know you’ll have for a lifetime.
Q: What do you consider
to be the most rewarding
part of being on the team?
A: The most rewarding
part of being on a team is the

excited and loud and it is so
much fun. The best part about
this team is everyone supports
each other. When batters hit
well off of a pitcher, the pitcher doesn’t get mad. Instead
they too get pumped for the
batter. Everyone wants each
other to succeed, so if someone makes a bad play, everyone is also very encouraging
and supportive to the player to

and everyone would have to
do a little dance in the middle
of the circle. It gets everyone
pumped up and ready to go.
Q: Have you made friends
on the team?
A: Yes, thankfully. I came
into this team only knowing
two of the players because of
playing with them during previous summers. Besides them,

Q: Does the Bloomsburg
University softball team
have a rival?
A: Cal U, because we’ve
lost to them before in close
games.
Q: Who are you guys most
excited to play this season, is
there a revenge game on the
schedule?
A: Cal U, to avenge a close
loss we had against them
last season.
Q: What do you
hope to remember
about the BU Softball
team after you graduate?
A: Hopefully I’ll be

able to look back and
remember four very
successful years with
my team. But I also
hope to remember
how it taught me so
much more like how
to work so hard for
something. I know I’ll
be able to look back
and have so many
great memories with
my team. We travel to
South Carolina Feb.
28 for the weekend
and then we go to
Florida and Virginia
over spring break. It
will be awesome to
spend time with my
team down south and
Photo courtesy of Will Michael I know I’ll be able to
look back and rememMarissa Shelhamer, a freshman softball player at Bloomsburg University, poses after winber all of the memories
ning the state championship at Central Columbia High School.
we made while down
friendships you make. When make it better.
I didn’t really know anyone there and traveling. I also
we won states in high school,
on the team except for play- want to remember how evour team was more like a famQ: Do you have a favorite ers who I had played against eryone supports each othily. We did everything togeth- pre-game food?
in high school. It’s funny er, you can accomplish so
er and were always with each
A: In high school, my mom coming in, knowing you’re much more because that’s
other even when we weren’t always got me a hoagie before about to be teammates with something everyone can
playing softball. The scariest every single game. The hoa- someone who you always use in their life. Playing a
part of coming to college was gies would be different but had tense games with. One college sport is a huge dedknowing that you were about we had a weird routine estab- girl was on a rival team of ication, but it’s also very
to enter a team of girls who lished and even at away games mine in high school, so we rewarding. I’ll be able to
you no longer grew up with she would always show up never really liked each oth- look back and know that
and didn’t know everything with a hoagie for me. During er. Then we became team- not everything came easy,
about.
fall ball, parents often brought mates and now she’s one of but it’s worth more because
snacks for the girls to enjoy my best friends here. I would it’s not easy.
Q: What are practices between games.
have never ever thought that
You can catch the
like?
would happen coming in but Bloomsburg
University
A: Practices are always
Q: Any (possibly weird) I’m so glad it did. I know softball team’s first home
different depending on what pre-game rituals?
all of the girls on the team game on March 17 in a
coach wants to work on. They
A: Before fall games we al- would be there for me for double header. The games
are almost always upbeat. ways did a few certain chants. anything and would always are back to back at 2:30 and
During practice whenever Then as the coaches were have my back. There is nev- 4:30. Go Huskies.
anyone has an awesome hit at the plate talking with the er a dull moment when I am
or play the whole team gets umps we would make a circle around my team.

Teams risk it all on draft day

The NFL Draft is just around the corner, front offices are frantic
By Matt Boyarsky
Staff Writer
We love the NFL like a best
friend. We can’t stay mad at
them forever. Concussion lawsuit? Forget about it. Deflate
Gate? Old news (unless you
reside in Indianapolis, New
York, Buffalo, Miami, Pittsburgh or anywhere else in the
AFC for that matter). We forgive, sometimes we forget and
we watch. But most importantly, we, even those of us who
feel scorned by its legal and
ethical shortcomings, miss the
NFL terribly already. Sundays
are quieter. Officemates are
not the conversationalists we
thought they were when we
spent hours of our employer’s
time talking about who will
make an impact off of our fantasy benches. Mid-season basketball is solid, but it doesn’t
quite fill the void.
For those of us who cannot
wait to embrace our pal until
we meet again next fall, we
hang on to the little things,
one of those things being the
NFL Draft. For some, the
draft buoys hope. Good pick!
If we can just build around
him, we’re set! For others,
it’s a scapegoat for why our
favorite franchises are so god
awful. Chain of command
makes a batch of “bad picks”
which then manifests itself
in the form of a 4-12 season.

However, whichever spin one
chooses to put on the draft,
there are still steady recipients
of pressure and ridicule: rookies. To be more specific, rookie quarterbacks and a lot fans
don’t know why.
It is the most analyzed position on the field for good reason, but along with that come
the narratives we have seen
played out again and again
(or at least that is what we are
told). In the current QB-centric NFL, there are roles a
rookie quarterback must fall
into, right?
The Andrew Luck: a high
pick who thrives out of the
gate. Jameis Winston and Derek Carr reaffirmed the validity
of this role last season with
what most would deem very
successful rookie campaigns.
The Tom Brady: a former
understudy who takes the
reigns and scares opposing
teams with his “why the hell
not?” attitude for years to
come. Kirk Cousins led the
Redskins to its first division
title since 2012 with a completion percentage of over 70.
The Aaron Rodgers: a talented player who somehow
slips late into the first round
or early second round and
becomes a beloved and dangerous franchise quarterback.
After the Minnesota Vikings
snagged the NFC North
Championship, Teddy Bridgewater is certainly a guy Vikings fans would not give up.

Image From Wikipedia
Teddy Bridgewater (above) is the type of quarterback
every franchise hopes to draft. Reliable, accurate and
not a problem off the field.
Conversely, there are play- Brady Quinn respectively).
ers who have been the exact These are the players that usuopposite of these roles and ally end up in feel good stories
established what many would featured on NFL Countdown
refer to as groups of their where they are doing anything
own (The Jamarcus Russell, other than playing football.
The Derek Anderson and The And that’s fine. We like those

little clips from soup kitchens
and children’s programs. They
warm our hearts. They make
us feel good. Like we’ve established, we treat the NFL
like a best friend and we love
a friend that’s thoughtful.
What do all of these players
have in common? The collective truth is that there was no
tangible evidence about what
they could do or could not do
until they were actually on the
field doing or not doing it. The
proof is in the pudding and the
pudding is live action-regular
season-flavored. Of course,
the likes of Mel Kiper and other draft “experts” (even those
within NFL team operations)
will contend they have the
algorithm for future success.
However, the real truth of the
game is that they have no idea,
and it makes them all sweat
in their suits when April rolls
around.
So before crucifying/immortalizing a rookie quarterback after one preseason
or combine performance, or
pointing the finger at those on
top who chose them, remember that the NFL Draft is simply holding us over until the
real show begins in September. The draft is an appetizer.
It is a crapshoot. A big, beautiful, televised crapshoot. And
we love a friend that rolls the
dice when we don’t have the
guts.

On Deck
Friday
Baseball
vs College of Saint
Joseph (Vt.)
9:00 AM
Baseball
vs Indiana University
of Pennsylvania
6:00 PM

Saturday
Softball
vs West Virginia University
Institute of Technology
1:30 PM
Softball
vs University of Charleston
4:00 PM
Baseball
vs Kutztown University
6:00 PM
Men's & Women’s Track and
Field
vs PSAC
Indoor Championships
ALL DAY
Men's Basketball
vs PSAC First Round
TBA
Women's Basketball
vs PSAC First Round
TBA

Sunday
Softball
vs Lees-McRae College
11:00 AM
Softball
vs King University (Tenn.)
1:30 PM
Men's & Women’s
Track and Field
vs PSAC
Indoor Championships
ALL DAY

Monday
Women's Lacrosse
vs Holy Family University
5:00 PM

Scoreboard
Feb. 19th

Baseball vs
Seton Hill University
L 1-11

Feb. 20th

Baseball
vs Indiana University of
Pennsylvania
W 17-0
Men’s Basketball
vs Cheyney
W 76-72
Women’s Basketball
vs Cheyney
L 53-55
Men’s Tennis
at Philadelphia University
W 6-3

Feb. 21st
Baseball
vs University of Pittsburgh
at Johnstown
L 7-8
Wrestling
vs Cleveland State
L 6-35

Feb. 24th
Women’s Basketball
at Shippensburg
L 42-60

